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Ascent Union Station is a new mixed-use high-rise development located in downtown Denver’s 

Union Station neighborhood. The 14-story, 168-unit luxury apartment housing project also 

includes 4,100 square feet of street-level retail space and rooftop amenities on several floors. 

Construction of the 242,327 total square foot project began in March 2017 and the project is 

scheduled to be completed in October 2020.  

Mid-way through construction, the project name was changed to The Pullman. However, our 

team still refers to the project as Ascent Union Station, so for the purpose of this submission, we 

kept the original project name. 

The residences average 1,400 square feet and the penthouse includes four two-story units. In 

addition, there are two guest suites. The property features 7,000 square feet of state-of-the-art 

amenities including a clubroom with a view. There is a separate rooftop pool and terrace 

featuring an 8,000 square foot deck and multiple outdoor seating areas with stunning views of 

downtown Denver and the Rocky Mountains. Additionally, the rooftop features a sky lounge 

with demonstration kitchen and a back-of-house kitchen for staging, as well as a full-size dining 

room. 

The development is served by a 93,977 square foot, two-level, below-grade parking structure 

with 208 spaces and two loading docks off an existing service drive. In addition, parking is 

provided on the second floor as well. Residences are located on floors three through eleven and 

on penthouse levels I and II. 

“Ascent is an impeccably designed residence in the heart of Denver’s most walkable, enviable 

neighborhood. Its signature interiors are highlighted by its contemporary take on a classic yet 

refined look. At Ascent Union Station you will find classic lines, a refined palette, luxurious 

amenities and the latest technology – all to suit the modern urban residence,” said Ned 

Dodington, Director of Design for Greystar. 



For this project, RK Mechanical served as the plan-spec mechanical contractor. The contract 

type included a procurement work package and construction management at-risk. RK 

Mechanical self-performed 94.24% of the work and the remaining 5.76% was subcontracted. 

The scope of work included the following: 

• Procurement of materials for the project 

• Plumbing 

 Installing all plumbing fixtures and rough-in: sanitary waste, venting, domestic 

hot/cold water, all plumbing fixtures. 

 Processing plumbing equipment and rough-in: storm drain and overflow drain 

• HVAC 

 Installing hydronic equipment and rough-in: plate and frame heat exchanger, 

boilers, make-up air unit, curbs, etc.  

 Installing HVAC equipment and rough-in: rooftop heating and cooling unit, curbs, 

power ventilators, life safety fans, etc.  

 Installing refrigeration equipment and rough-in: condensers, etc. 

 Installing process piping and rough-in: chilled water  

 Installing process HVAC equipment and rough-in 

 Installing seismic equipment: part of spec compliance with isolators under units to 

prevent vibration 

RK Mechanical provided preconstruction services, including advanced estimating to establish 

the Guaranteed Maximum Price (GMP) with a final lump sum price. The team utilized 

Computer-Aided Design (CAD) and Building Information Modeling (BIM) services as well. 

In addition, RK Water, another business unit of RK, was on site to complete water chlorination 

as well as threading taps into the system for water treatment.  

There were ongoing construction delays on this project, due to issues outside of RK’s control. 

This required RK Mechanical to remain flexible in completing our own scope of work. Thanks to 



the size of our sheetmetal shop, in-house prefabrication capabilities and our detailed CAD 

coordination, the RK Mechanical team was able to work quickly and efficiently. 

There was a refrigeration system design issue on this project. The RK Mechanical team stepped 

up to the challenge and placed temporary coolers, allowing the system to operate while a solution 

was being developed. 

Overcoming project difficulties is something the RK Mechanical team prides itself on and we’re 

determined to do what it takes to get the job done and done well. 

A unique aspect of this project is that split systems were used instead of traditional heat pumps 

or electric heat. This allows for more comfort to the tenant renting out the unit. Additionally, 

high quality fixtures as well as aesthetic trim pieces on ductwork aid in keeping each unit 

looking pristine.  

The RK Mechanical team used ProCore to track construction documentation as well as change 

orders throughout construction. 

The team also utilized Holobuilder software on the project. This construction technology uses 

360-degree photos to create virtual environments combined with floor plans. The team used 

Holobuilder to indicate problem areas and to monitor project progress. This not only reduced 

confusion and possible miscommunications, but also provided a faster way to manage progress. 

Further, the virtual walk-throughs saved time for other project stakeholders who were able to 

login and view the current and past states of the project at any time during construction. 

RK Mechanical is extremely proud to be an ASME and AISC certified contractor, as well as 

OSHA VPP Star Worksite and OSHA VPP Star Mobile Workforce accredited. RK is ranked 

among the 0.03% of American companies with VPP certification at any level and the 53rd U.S. 

company to earn Star Mobile Workforce status. Safety is our top priority and we have a zero 

injury goal on every project.  

RK is rooted in tested processes, designed to deliver predictable results and produce quality 

products. Annual third-party audits maintain company-wide accountability, fostering an 



environment of continuous improvement and policy enhancement. By ensuring clarity of goals 

and expectations early on, the Ascent Union Station project team established rapport and an open 

dialog with on-site personnel. Quality Assurance and Quality Control (QA/QC) leaders oversaw 

the project, helping to ensure that the project teams moved forward according to the schedule and 

mitigated risks to avoid setbacks. RK’s full-time, licensed Safety Managers and Safety 

Superintendents were also responsible for creating site-specific training plans, conducting safety 

inspections, eliminating hazards on site and ensuring compliance. RK trains our safety and 

quality professionals to empower our employees to take responsibility for their own safety on 

site, as well as the safety of those working alongside them.  

Value engineering and project alternative selection is a systematic and organized process at RK. 

Implementation and rigorous use of value analysis and engineering strategies help to keep 

projects within budget. Our team’s level of experience in selecting equipment, systems options 

and constructability all played a major role in the value engineering effort on this project. 

Specific value engineering efforts on this project included:  

• Plumbing fixture optimization and options

• System materials cost benefit analysis

• Central plant lease option pricing

• Code review for unit ventilation strategies

• Just-in-time deliveries to avoid congestion of materials on-site

In addition to the team’s collaboration with RK Water, RK Mechanical collaborated with the 

other subcontractors on site. This allowed the team to identify and utilize areas other trades 

weren’t currently working in to complete our portion of work, successfully cohabitating and 

driving trade stacking.  

The Ascent Union Station project is the final piece in completing the development of a block that 

is home to a King Soopers grocery and the Elan Apartments. It will provide much needed 

additional housing for Denver residents in a walkable and transit-rich area. RK Mechanical is 

extremely proud to be contributors of Denver’s ever growing and changing cityscape. 
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